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2 to 4 PLAYERS

•E

45 - 60 MIN
14+
• Theme •
Bloodier than ever! With this expansion for The Bloody Inn,
the inn now welcomes all sorts of strange and intriguing guests
from a traveling carnival: a bear tamer, a bearded lady, a knife
thrower, a fortune teller, etc. You also have new tricks up your
sleeves—like the wolf trap, the well, or the snow pile—use them
to your advantage to dispose of the guests. No one leaves the inn
unscathed… In fact, most never leave the inn!
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Play this card when you perform a Kill
a Guest action. You are not required to
discard accomplices to perform this action.
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• Overview of the expansion •

Expansion for The Bloody Inn
Public Euro Price: 12€
Category: Core gamers
Game designer: Nicolas Robert
Artist: Weberson Santiago
Components: 56 Cards, 1 Rulebook.
Box size: 109x109x30mm
Game/box: 12
EAN 13: 3558380049517 (EN version)

This expansion contains 52 new cards, spread across 3 separate
modules that can be used in any combination. Each expansion
module has new rules that are detailed here and help renew the
base game. Except for the following modifications, the base game
rules remain unchanged.
Two of the modules are new families of travelers (The Carnies and
The Notables), one of the modules bring objects (Aunt Ginette’s Tips
& Tricks) that you can used to be more effective in your morbid
business. With the first module (The Carnies), you can also added
events that will disturb life at the inn.

• Selling points •
MODULAR EXPANSION !
even more fun but with a small cost !
revitalize the base game and offer new strategies !

At the end of the round, when travelers leave,
each player gains 4F per room of his color occupied
by a traveler instead of 1F.
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When buried, the bearded lady
must be placed under another
player’s annex.

The basic game is required to play !

From now on, each time
travelers leave, gain 3F
if another player has
an unburied corpse.

